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Uniquely engineered to combine performance with ease 
of access and installation, Q-Bic Plus is everything everybody 
in the stormwater management chain is looking for from an 
eff ective SuDS solution.

Wavin is a recognised market leading manufacturer in stormwater 
solutions, and the expertise we have gained through 15 years 
of innovation in infi ltration and attenuation units worldwide has 
been embedded into every aspect of Q-Bic Plus.

Without compromising its ability to manage peaks in rainfall,
the revolutionary design of Q-Bic Plus makes installation and 
inspection easier and faster. As a result, it meets the demands 
of users and adopters to be able to quickly identify and rectify 
issues, or carry out routine inspection and maintenance.

Fold out this page to take a closer look 
at all the boxes Q-Bic Plus ticks

See all the benefi ts of Q-Bic Plus 
clearly demonstrated in our 
short video.
Visit: wavin.co.uk/qbicplus

The closer you inspect it, 
the better it gets



The revolutionary Q-Bic Plus No other attenuation solution ticks so many boxes

Modular system gives fl exibility in tank design as well as 
connection options for eff ective infi ltration/attenuation, 
whatever the available area.

Tank orientation and shape can easily be confi gured to 
fi t within site constraints and can be adjusted on-site, if 
required, to work around unforeseen restrictions or obstacles.

Inspection access inlets and outlets 
can be placed in almost any position.

Take advantage of the most open tank 
design on the market, with simple and 
eff ective maintenance to ensure optimal 
tank capacity throughout its lifetime.

A proven track record of installations 
across Europe, plus BBA approval 
for traffi  cked and non-traffi  cked 
applications, means Q-Bic Plus can 
be specifi ed, installed and adopted 
with confi dence.

Nested storage design saves 
valuable space on-site and 
reduces transport costs.

Space-saving 

Fully inspectable 

With Wavin’s market-leading BIM Revit 
packages, an intuitive confi guration 
tool and our technical team only a click 
or call away, system design is fast, 
straightforward and accurate, saving 
time and reducing waste.

BIM Revit Packages 

BBA approved 

High storage volume copes with peaks in rainfall 
and sets new standards in tank accessibility.

70% open fl oor space with lateral and vertical 
access allows easy deployment of inspection 
and cleaning equipment.

Accessibility and high capacity 

The unit’s fl oor design, with guide channels, ensures 
unobstructed inspection and cleaning. Wide access, bi-directional 
channels of up to 370mm allows entry for CCTV and cleaning 
nozzle reach, so fewer vertical access points are required.

Inspection and cleaning 

On-site fl exibility 

The lightweight units are non-handed for right-
fi rst-time orientation. Easy to carry with dedicated 
hand grips, a walkable top deck, and integrated, 
push-fi t connectors that click into place without 
pegs, clips or tools, enable installation in half the 
time of comparable units.

Easy, no-tools installation 

Our free online confi gurator tool, video demos and a scale 

model kit are just a click away… wavin.co.uk/qbicplus
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